MORNING DEVOTION
Led by Dr. John Eckrich
Closing Service

Rev. Dr. David Ludwig
Leader

Rev. Hans-Jörg Voigt
Reading from Psalm 38

Rev. Samuel Nafzger
Reading from Hebrews 12

Rev. Gerald Kieschnick
Preaching on John 10
Mutually Caring Garment

Sending

Receiving Fragment of Cloth

And the Love of Your Brothers and Sisters in Christ

Woven by You and Others on Your Retreat Walk this Week

And Remember the Healing in Your Baptism
Executive Committee 2009-2012

Rev. Nafzger Installing the new ILC Executive Committee
Rev.’s Ekong, Cerdeñola,
Bugbee, Voigt, Kieschnick, Nerbas and van Hattem

Nafzger, van Hattem, Ekong,
Nerbas, Kieschnick, Cerdeñola,
Bugbee, Voigt

Nerbas, Nafzger, Cerdeñola,
van Hattem, Voigt, Kieschnick,
Bugbee, Ekong
MANY THANKS

Thanking The ILC Chairman
Rev. Voigt & Rev. Kieschnick

Thanking the LCK
Dr. Nafzger & Rev. Um

Thanking the LCK Staff

Thanking the Presenters

Thanking the Translators

Thanking the ILC News Editor
Adieu, Farewell, Auf Wiedersehn, Good-Bye

Overbooked Economy was our luck!